
 

     

Act now

What do words like Innovation and Infrastructure 
even mean? The first thing you would do to find 
out is reach for your phone or laptop and go on 
the internet. However, if the infrastructure is not 
there to give you internet access, then… what do 
you do? See what it is like to live without the 
infrastructure that we take for granted. 

Challenge 1. No internet. Try it from 6pm until 
bedtime, or longer if you want. We know, take 
anything away but not my internet access! This 
means no going online to websites and social 
media, but also no streaming on the TV or playing 
games on your phone. Imagine trying to do school 
work, or keep up with your friends and the latest 
music without access. Does not having internet 
put you at a disadvantage compared to others? 

Challenge 2. A day without electricity. No light, 
phone, or TV. No electric shower, microwave or 
Spotify. You can still use the fridge - we don’t want 
you to starve. Don’t take any risks with candles or 
cooking over fire without supervision, but look 
how the lack of electricity could even bring more 
danger. Think of the daily difficulties you would 
face without a reliable electricity supply. 

When you are done, why not print off your SDG  
Certificate of Achievement? 

Innovation is just a fancy word for coming up with 
new ideas and solutions. You can innovate right 
now, by coming up with a new use for something 
which might otherwise go to waste.  

We won’t tell you what to do, because then you 
would just be copying instead of innovating, but 
here are a few sneaky pointers:- 

 Get your old object and have a good look at it. 
Twist it around, turn it upside down and 
imagine other uses 

 You can make holes, cut it up, or stick other 
things to it to make something new 

 Your new item could be something to wear, 
like clothes or jewellery, or it could be a tool 
or kitchen utensil. It might be for the garden 
or for the office. 

When you have it done, share a picture of you 
with your upcycled innovation to inspire others. 

Draw your solution for transport of the future, 
which is clean, safe and available to everyone.  
Use the Future Transport worksheet for this and 
share your picture when it is done.

 

Goal 9 – Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure 

Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable 

industrialization and foster innovation 

Fact of the day 

2.6 billion people in developing countries do not have access to 

constant electricity. More than 4 billion people still do not have 

access to the Internet; 90 percent of them are in the developing 

world. 

 

 

 

 

What to do next 

Once finished your own action, share it on social media (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter). Tag 
@ScoutingIreland and using the hashtags #scoutsforsdgs #scoutsie #17days17sdgs.  

This will allow scouts not only from Ireland, but all over the world, to see your actions and use that as 
inspiration to go and make a positive impact in their communities! 

Make something new from something old 

2 hours                                           

Switch off 

How long? Up to you!                 

 

Draw the future of transport 

1 hour                                             
 



UN 
Sustainable 
Development
Goal 9

Scoung Ireland Sustainable Development Programme

Cerficate of Achievement
This is to cerfy that ______________________________________________ (name), 

as well as being an amazing, funny and cool individual, on ________________(date)

went for a total of _________________ hours without any electricity, at all!

This was part of understanding the importance of infrastructure for the achievement of 

the UN Sustainable Development Goals. Don’t worry, their phone is charging again!

Verified and signed by____________________________________   





 

What will be the mass transport solution in the future? How will most people get around, safely, 
cheaply and sustainably? Will people be in vehicles, pods or in the open air? Will there be drivers or 
robots? On the ground or in the air? Let’s see what you can come up with. 

 

 

 

 

 #17days17sdgs 

SDG9 – Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure 

Future Transport 

Here is my transport system for the future. Everyone will be able to use it and people can 

get to work, shopping or on holidays safely and without pollution… 


